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“No figure in history or fiction contains as many multitudes as Jesus. He’s a celibate man who 
enjoys dining with tax collectors and changing water into wine. He’s a fierce critic of Jewish religious law 
who insists that he’s actually fulfilling rather than subverting it. He preaches a reversal of every social 
hierarchy while deliberately avoiding explicitly political claims. He promises to set parents against 
children and then disallows divorce; he consorts with prostitutes while denouncing even lustful thoughts. 
He makes wild claims about his own relationship with God, without displaying any of the usual signs of 
madness. He sets impossible standards and then forgives the worst of sinners. He blesses the 
peacemakers and then promises that he’s brought not peace but the sword. He’s superhuman one 
moment; the next he’s weeping. 

“The boast of Christian orthodoxy [genuine faith], has always been its fidelity to the whole 
of Jesus.  Was he God or was he man? Both, says orthodoxy. Is the kingdom he preached something to be 
lived out in this world or something to be expected in the next? Both. Did he offer a blueprint for moral 
conduct or a call to spiritual enlightenment? Both.  Was he the bloodied Man of Sorrows of Mel Gibson; 
the hippie, lilies of the field Jesus of Godspell; or the wise moralist beloved of Victorian liberals? All of 
these and more… 

“The goal of the great heresies on the other hand, [false, easy faith- that doesn’t change us], has 
often been to extract from the tensions of the gospel narratives a more consistent, streamlined, and 
noncontradictory Jesus.” 

-Ross Douthat, Bad Religion  
 
 
-Often, our preaching lacks power, because it is too influenced by our own cultural/personal biases and 
assumptions. It can sound to people (particularly secular people) like we are basically sharing our 
personal vision of Jesus- and not giving voice to Divinity that is beyond our simple categories. 
 
-To offer something that is more likely to expand the kingdom of God, we need:  
1. A preacher who is holistically growing in the Way of Jesus 
2. A preacher who intentionally studies the culture as an outsider 
3. A method for getting closer to the “orthodox” Jesus that is beyond our little lives  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Holistically Growing in the Way of Jesus 
 

“Self-care is never a selfish act… we do it not only for ourselves, but for the many others whose 
lives we touch.” 

-Parker Palmer 
 

“What is most important to me is that the preacher ‘do no harm…’ It’s a vulnerable thing to be in 
worship. You have to trust the people in charge if you are going to open yourself to God. It means that 
the human being in charge has a huge responsibility to go easy on me. Don’t abuse me, proselytize me, 
lobby me.” 

-Barbara Brown Taylor 
 

“If your eyes are healthy, your whole body will be full of light. But if your eyes are unhealthy, 
your whole body will be full of darkness. If then the light within you is darkness, how great is that 
darkness! 

-Jesus, Matthew 6 
 

“I am the vine; you are the branches. If you remain in me and I in you, you will bear much 
fruit; apart from me you can do nothing.” 

-Jesus, John 15 
 
 
-The most important thing that a preacher can do is to intentionally attend to their own personal 
formation. If they do, not only will they keep from falling apart personally, but more importantly, the 
entire ministry will bear more and more fruit. One cannot discern Jesus, without being an active disciple 
of Jesus themselves. 
 
Consistent Personal Practices for the Preacher: 
-Deep Spirituality… where you are fully open (and honest) with the Spirit 
-Journaling… writing out your most authentic feelings (that no one sees) 
-Christian Therapist… explore what you specifically do and why  
-Working Out/Sleep/Eating Well… provides confidence, energy, is a natural anti-depressant, and gives 
you a new way to see the world   
-Intellectual learning… books/articles/classes/seminars- you gain multiple angles to view life through  
-Hanging with Friends outside of the ministry (that you can be yourself with) 
-And whatever particular activities bring out the best version of you (activities, where afterwards, you 
feel thankful, content, and filled with love for those you naturally dislike) 
 
-Note, your regular listeners are picking up on your unresolved issues. If you do not purposefully deal 
with your childhood, your backstory, your personal demons- it will all slowly poison and cloud your 
preaching. Even worse, many of your parishioners will be able to smell all of this on you, while you are 
ignorant of your own issues and how you come across to others 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Intentionally Studying the Cultural Like You are a Curious Outsider (You Are) 
 

“Our churches must… be astute in the ethos and folkways and values and language and 
technologies and aesthetics of North American culture. As immigrants to this brave new world… we 
weren’t born here; we have to learn the language.” 

-Byron Borger 
 

“It has long been a matter of serious moment that for decades we have studied the various 
peoples of the world and those who live as our neighbors as objects of missionary endeavor and 
enterprise without being at all willing to treat them either as brothers or as human beings.” 

-Howard Thurman 
 

 
“When evening comes, you say, ‘It will be fair weather, for the sky is red,’  and in the morning, 

‘Today it will be stormy, for the sky is red and overcast.’ You know how to interpret the appearance of 
the sky, but you cannot interpret the signs of the times.” 

-Jesus, Matthew 16 
 

“Watch out that no one deceives you... Many will come… and will deceive many.”  
-Jesus, Mark 13 

 
-It is nearly impossible to preach effectively and meaningfully on a regular basis if you are not constantly 
reading and learning from new material. Purposefully explore cultural developments, sociology, 
psychology, theology, non-profit leadership and management, and popular stuff that are all the rage of 
the moment. 
-The important thing is not simply reading/watching what YOU find interesting, but purposefully, 
exposing yourself to subject matter and angles that you would not typically consider. 
 
(To preach effectively, consistently, you must be learning new things all of the time. This includes lots 
and lots of reading. But NOT reading for this week’s sermon, but instead, reading as a way of life, so that 
stuff organically seeps into your message. If you do research for that week’s sermon, it will come across 
as if you are trying to give a book report or an academic lecture and less like a spiritual encounter with 
Jesus. If you are reading as a way of life, you will be informed, but your sermons will still have life.) 
 
-Find ways of simply hanging out with secular people: invite neighbors over and really listen to them, 
play poker monthly with the fellas, go to every party you may get invited to. (Parties where people are 
drinking too much and swearing too much are the ones that matter. They tend to share quite honestly 
with you.) 
-Read articles about why people don’t believe or why they are leaving the church. (Articles written by 
sociologists and not by frustrated churched young adults. They always confuse their negative 
experiences with the values of secular people. These are two different sets of issues.) 
-Additionally, read sociology articles on the patterns and attitudes of North Americans in general and 
how they are changing and why. National history and the specific history of your local community is 
invaluable. It will show you how and why people see themselves, and their world, in the way that they 
do. 
-Research local demographic changes and notice the patterns of the lives of local people.   
 



-This past year, I taught a course entitled Interpreting the Signs of the Times. We spent time intentionally 
investigating various contemporary artifacts, exploring their symbols and narratives, and trying to 
discern the assumptions, values, and desires “underneath” them. 
 
High/Elite Culture (Values tend to “Filter Down” to the rest of us as the culture moves into the future): 
The New York Times Opinion Page 
The New Yorker Magazine (“Most Popular” section) 
The New York Review of Books  
The Times Literary Supplement (UK) 
National Book Awards Winners and Nominees (For the categories of “Fiction” and “Non-Fiction”)  
Films Nominated for various Academy Awards  
The Chronicle of Higher Education 
 
Popular Culture (The exact point of where the culture is right now, for “normal” people):  
Fox News 
TMZ 
Top 10 Podcasts 
Top 10 Video Games 
Top 10 Movies/Streaming Shows on Netflix  
Top 10 YouTube Channels for the Week 
The Highest Grossing Films of the Year 
Top 20 Pop Songs of the Year 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



A Method for Getting Closer to the Jesus That is Beyond Us: Dialectical Prayer 
 
 “In almost every one of the leading controversies, past or present… both sides were in the right in 
what they affirmed, though wrong in what they denied.” 

-John Stuart Mill 
 

 “As on old monk on Mount Athos once told me… prayer is the art of seeing reality as it truly is; 
and, if one has not yet acquired the ability to see God in all things, one should not imagine that one will 
be able to see God in himself.” 

-David Bentley Hart 
 

“Do not think that I have come to abolish the Law or the Prophets; I have not come to abolish 
them but to fulfill them… You have heard that it was said to the people long ago…  But I tell you…”  

-Jesus, Matthew 5 
 

“Unless a kernel of wheat falls to the ground and dies, it remains only a single seed. But if it dies, 
it produces many seeds. Anyone who loves their life will lose it, while anyone who hates their life in this 
world will keep it for eternal life.” 

-Jesus, John 12 
 

Ancient and early Medieval thinkers and teachers regularly used the practice of dialectics. This 
comes from an assumption that most people, just about everyone, believe things that are untrue, or at 
least, are only half-true. What nearly everyone assumes to be true is merely the unquestioned 
assumptions that emerged from their personal life experiences, or the traditions of their little particular 
tribe, or even worse, is the result of their unexamined, natural appetites. Therefore, most truth claims 
are little more than the expression of a particular person’s desires. In an effort to lead seeking 
individuals closer to truth, and hopefully, to lead the masses away from their base desires and the 
inevitable social conflicts which they create-  dialectics emerged. 
 In short, dialectics involves starting with a phenomenon (or an assertion of truth) and then 
rigorously questioning it from various angles/perspectives. This practice detects false assumptions and 
hopefully, leads one closer to divine (Jesus) reality that is above our natural biological and cultural 
assumptions. 
 For example, a starting claim might be: “Good people should give to the poor.” One could then 
pose various questions to this premise- seeking to further clarify and get closer to the truth. Are we sure 
that poor people automatically, need more money; what if they are poor due to chosen immoral 
lifestyles, such as drug abuse or criminal activity? If people are poor due to mental illness, will giving 
them more money be helpful? Should one simply hand poor people money directly, or would it be more 
helpful to give to an agency that seeks to better their lives? Is it true, that what people need most in 
desperate situations, is money; could it not be that they are more in need of a personal connection with 
God; who could give them eternal hope and change how they order their lives? How do we know that all 
poor people are miserable; maybe some people have chosen a life with less means, but that is simpler 
and that does not involve the stressful work life that many others choose? If people are poor due to 
unjust social structures, will giving them money help; maybe we need to change the laws instead? Is it 
better to give money to poor people instead of investing that in one’s own family; which should be the 
first priority, and to what degree? Is it better to give money to poor adults, who have very little of a 
chance of having a different life, or should more money be invested instead into the education of young 
children, which are more likely to have a radically different life? Etc. This is the dialectical process- 



refining one’s initial positions, until that it seems that there are no remaining questions that 
fundamentally change the core concept. 
 
 Dialectical Prayer seeks to engage in a similar process, through the imaginative meditation on a 
biblical text- in openness to the Spirit:  
 
1. Slowly read a passage of the Bible.  
2. Discern the prevailing metaphors and images of the text.  
3. Explore (prayerfully imagine) how various kinds of people might interpret/react to the theme/images 
of this biblical text- jotting down any new insights that come to you:  

-You personally 
-a cynical business-person 
-a psychologist 
-a low-income immigrant 
-a homeless person 
-a working-class, day laborer 
-a religious fundamentalist 
-an educated atheist 
-a bored teenager 
-an elderly person- close to death 
-someone from another religion 
-a young man who is looking to party and get high 
-a suburban, stay-at-home Mom 
-someone from the LGBTQ community 
-a Trump supporter 
-a feminist 
-a racial justice advocate 
-a person with disabilities  
-a member of a street gang 
-Etc. 

4. Look over your notes and refine your initial understanding of the prevailing theme/images of the 
biblical text. 
 
-Admittedly, Dialectical prayer requires a real time investment and possibly a couple of weeks practice 
until your mind and spirit become accustomed to it  
-However, if you lean into it, you will likely find that:  
1. You will grow in emotional and intellectual empathy towards all people (knowing that everyone is 
right about something, everyone embodies something about Jesus reality)  
2. Your preaching will evidence more aspects of profound, hard to categorize, Jesus truth and will not be 
obviously slanted to particular biases  
3. You will gain more and more spiritual insights into how Jesus may meet various “secular” people, right 
where they are  
(I would suggest setting commentaries aside and try using this prayer method for preaching preparation 
instead.) 
 


